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Abstract 

The application of artificial intelligence technology to library smart services is a new 
trend and direction in the development of library services. With the continuous 
deepening of the library's own construction, the continuous improvement of readers' 
needs, and the continuous improvement of artificial intelligence technology, solving the 
complex and changeable knowledge needs and information needs of readers has become 
the research focus. Starting from the perspective of artificial intelligence, this article 
constructs a new model of smart library, including interactive services, sensor services, 
consulting services, etc. At the same time, it analyzes the case of Tsinghua University 
Smart Library. 
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1. Research on the current situation of artificial intelligence application 
library services 

1.1. Analysis of the status quo of foreign research 

In 1976, Smith conducted a comprehensive survey on the application of artificial intelligence in 
library information retrieval systems.In 1989, sieh published the publication date of the 
literature on artificial intelligence in "Library Literature" and "Library and Information Science 
Abstracts" The number of publications and the application of artificial intelligence technology 
in the library were investigated and researched. In 1990, Young conducted research on the 
technical path of hypertext technology, expert system and CD-ROM in school libraries, and 
pointed out the problems caused by these technologies. Linda C. Smith and Lancaster 
respectively in 1992 Research on the development history of artificial intelligence and the 
limitations of expert systems, compare the application status of artificial intelligence in various 
fields, and explore the direction of integration of artificial intelligence technology and library. 
In 1997, Hauptmann and others used artificial intelligence technology to automatically 
generate support The metadata of the user interface of the multimedia digital library, through 
the application of speech recognition, natural language processing and image analysis, helps 
users find the information they need, and more effectively navigate or browse the digital video 
library . Fabio Abbattista and others study European countries will The application of artificial 
intelligence technology to the field of cultural heritage analyzes heterogeneous data, service 
methods, system operations and other issues, and provides suggestions for building a digital 
library with artificial intelligence technology . 

1.2. Analysis of the current status of domestic research 

In 1986, he concisely analyzed the current situation of artificial intelligence development, put 
forward ideas for the application of artificial intelligence technology to libraries, and pointed 
out that expert systems, natural language interface programs, and image materials were the 
three major points of interest for future development. In 1994, Shen Guoqiang analyzed the 
market environment of artificial intelligence technology in the library field and expressed his 
views on the combination of expert systems and artificial intelligence software and hardware. 
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Since the 21st century, the application of artificial technology to library services has gradually 
diversified. Guo Jun and Mu Yi analyzed the application status and principle characteristics of 
artificial intelligence in document retrieval, book classification and library automation, and 
pointed out that the application of artificial intelligence technology to library construction is an 
important research direction for library development. Chen Yingyu introduced artificial 
intelligence The application status and principle mechanism of firewall and intelligent intrusion 
test system suggest that it is very feasible to apply artificial intelligence to library computer 
network security. Based on the characteristics of artificial intelligence technology, combined 
with user learning, information query recommendation and application function models, Zhao 
Yonghong established an agent-based intelligent information collection and service system 
model. 

2. Construction of a library smart service model based on artificial 
intelligence 

2.1. Interactive services based on intelligent robots 

Under the traditional interactive service mode of the library, the interactive channels between 
readers and the library include librarian dialogue, 0 PAC machine, catalog search machine and 
so on. As artificial intelligence technology is gradually applied to library smart services, readers' 
requirements for facility application intelligence are also increasing. At present, some libraries 
have used smart robots in smart services, such as the Tianjin University Library, and foreign 
libraries also have application cases, such as the University of Technology Sydney Library in 
Australia. The service targets of intelligent robot interaction are online readers and offline 
readers. Online readers can use mobile terminals to access mobile libraries and official web 
pages for interactive consultation, and offline readers can enter the library to find their way 
through intelligent robots. , Communication, consultation and other functions.     

2.2. Sensing services based on computer vision 

Computer vision technology can imitate the functions of human eyes to classify, detect, track, 
and recognize objects, collect object-related feature data without touching the object, and 
extract effective information through data analysis. Nowadays, in library work, computer vision 
technology can realize automated library management. At the same time, reader data has 
become a key data indicator in smart libraries and even smart libraries. How to collect reader 
data without disturbing readers is very important. Crucially, some scholars have already used 
their facial recognition payment and facial recognition access control in libraries to be used in 
autonomous libraries, which shows that the application of computer vision to library intelligent 
sensing services is its development trend. In order to meet the needs of high-efficiency reader 
service, the intelligent sensor service platform uses computer vision to unilaterally collect 
reader data, which is classified and stored in the database after information processing, and 
generates relational data, which in turn provides data support for library intelligent services; 
on the other hand , The information of librarians and libraries will also be collected and placed 
in the corresponding database to ensure that anything that happens at a certain time node can 
be "tracked." Librarians adjust data parameters in time according to actual needs, and update 
the database in real time to ensure the accuracy and stability of the data set. 

2.3. Reference consulting service based on expert system 

From the perspective of intelligent reference consulting services, construct a reference 
consulting service model based on an expert system. As shown in the figure, instant reference 
consulting has the characteristics of immediateness. Readers with complex issues need to 
communicate with librarians many times; delayed reference consulting It has the 
characteristics of clear explanation of the results, but the readers wait too long; mobile 
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consulting, joint consulting, and community consulting provide readers with ubiquitous and 
interconnected reference consulting services. This type of service is currently limited to online 
services. The mode is based on expert systems, supplemented by instant reference consultation, 
delayed reference consultation and other means. Readers can use different online or offline 
reference channels to solve the doubts in the knowledge acquisition needs according to their 
own needs, and support their decision-making. 

2.4. Intelligent librarian training based on 5S management 

5S management is a field management method widely adopted by Japanese companies. 
Through five activities of sorting, rectification, cleaning, cleaning and literacy, the site and 
objects are standardized, creating a clear working environment, and improving the 
professionalism of employees. It is feasible and necessary to combine 5S management with the 
training of librarians in the field of industrial engineering. A 5S management system can be 
established for intelligent librarians. The existence of the management system can standardize 
the operation of librarians, the embassy understands artificial intelligence technology, and can 
operate the facilities correctly through regular training to provide readers with better 
intelligent services. This training method has strong applicability and clear division of labor 
rules, which is suitable for most libraries. In addition, the introduction of standardized 
processes into the daily work of intelligent librarians can help reduce the time cost and energy 
cost of librarians, thereby improving the efficiency of librarians. 

3. Analysis of the characteristics of the smart service model of Tsinghua 
University Library 

The survey found that Tsinghua University Library is currently at the forefront of smart 
services, maintaining a diversified and balanced development of technology, and emphasizing 
on providing readers with intelligent, interconnected, efficient, convenient, ubiquitous, and 
personalized services. From the perspective of artificial intelligence, the author summarizes the 
development status of artificial intelligence in the application of intelligent services from the 
five aspects of Tsinghua University Library’s interactive services, sensor services, reference 
services, search and recommendation services, and intelligent librarian training. 

C1) Interactive service. The representative intelligent interactive services of Tsinghua 
University Library are Shuimu Voice Search and Jiuge System. Readers click on the microphone 
logo to enter the voice input. The system analyzes the common language database and 
knowledge base, displays the results in the index column, and displays the recommended 
results below. The author uses the microphone to input "Harry Potter", the recommendation 
list gives 7 recommendations related to Harry Potter, and again uses the microphone to input 
"Harry Potter" in the local dialect, and the system cannot recognize the input information. The 
author believes that Mizuki Search uses natural language processing to accurately process the 
reader's voice input information. If the dialect database can be added to the natural language 
processing stage, it can better understand the needs of readers and further improve the 
intelligence of the service. 

C2) Sensing service. The representative smart sensor services of Tsinghua University Library 
are smart car return, face-scanning access control, and face-scanning borrowing books. The 
intelligent communication car uses computer vision and is equipped with intelligent driving 
technology, based on artificial intelligence algorithms to carry out environmental perception 
and cognition and path decision planning. The application can use unmanned driving to replace 
readers in borrowing and returning books to the library. Due to the application of computer 
vision, the car can automatically identify and avoid random hazards or obstacles, and provide 
readers with intelligent college loan and return services. Face-scanning access control and face-
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scanning book borrowing avoid the embarrassing situation of readers losing their personal 
credentials. Readers do not need to report the loss to the service desk because of lost personal 
credentials. At the same time, facial recognition can keep the untrustworthy and off-campus 
personnel out, which is the internal safety of the library. Provide adequate protection. As a 
university library, the school can also use images as a reference for the recent state of students. 
This type of application uses computer vision technology to improve the efficiency of library 
services, provide efficient services for readers, and facilitate readers to acquire knowledge. 

C3) Reference consulting services. Tsinghua University Library's intelligent reference service 
is representative of the intelligent reference robot "small map". The functions of the "small 
map" in the library are defined as: funny man, library reference consulting, library search, 
library search, Baidu search Encyclopedia, self-learning and training. The "small picture" can 
provide readers with answers to frequently asked questions based on the FAQ. At the same time, 
the database storing the frequently asked questions will be updated according to the time 
period, and a FAQ manual in line with the current time period will be established. "Small 
Picture" also uses an expert system to provide readers with answers to uncommon questions, 
reasoning based on the reader's problem descriptions and transforming them into visual 
language, providing reference for decision-making. The "small picture" is based on the virtual 
terminal for reference consultation. Readers can conduct reference consultation services 
anytime and anywhere, understand the ways of acquiring knowledge, provide convenience for 
readers' reference consultation services, and facilitate readers to make decisions. Due to the 
dullness and self-learning and training in its function definition, readers can enter teach to 
obtain its question and answer method, understand its reasoning mechanism, and modify the 
small picture question answering method. This operation reflects the transparency of the 
reasoning mechanism and is convenient for readers Understand the output results. 

 

 
Figure 1. Intelligent reference robot “xiaotu” 
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C4) Retrieve and recommend services. After entering my library, the author conducts a survey 
on the service to ensure the comprehensiveness of the survey. Tsinghua University Library uses 
the independently developed Shuimu search system, and the search recommendation service 
path includes resource search and resource recommendation. Resource retrieval can perform 
general retrieval or advanced retrieval of books and journals according to the needs of readers. 
General retrieval performs unified retrieval of readers’ needs from tags such as subject terms, 
nominations, and responsible persons; advanced retrieval uses related word matching to 
perform unified retrieval of readers’ needs, and readers support readers Enter fuzzy 
information. Retrieval results can be accurately searched through clustering, and resource 
information, resource storage, and resource type can be obtained. Readers can choose 
descending order of relevance or descending order of interest, giving readers the right to two-
way choice, that is, to ensure the accuracy of output results, and to provide readers with 
personalized services. The Mizuki Retrieval System combines retrieval and recommendation 
using the index column and my library respectively, and provides readers with preference-
based resource recommendations based on reader preferences to meet the individual needs of 
readers. 

C5) Training of intelligent librarians. Tsinghua University Library's training methods for 
intelligent librarians include artificial intelligence lectures, intelligent service training, and the 
"Eight Classes on the Road to Perfection". The library formulates internal rules and regulations, 
clarifies work responsibilities, drafts library teacher consultants and professional librarians, 
and is willing to sign up. This provides a good environment for the cultivation of intelligent 
librarians. Regularly carry out artificial intelligence lectures and smart services. The "Eight 
Classes on the Road to Perfection" are composed of students who have undergone interviews 
with library experts. They regularly follow librarians to conduct training to assist the 
development of library smart services and provide feasible solutions for the development of 
smart services. Sexual reference opinions. When the library introduces new technologies, it 
needs to re-change the librarian system, design a reasonable system that is in line with the 
current development, and use 5S management to quickly set the system. Through standardized 
goal setting, the embassy can understand the individual in a timely manner. Service content and 
goals; on the other hand, the investment of new applications requires the library to do a good 
job of publicity, so that readers can learn about the dynamic information of the library in time. 
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